
 

The 
difference is in the 

Compost
Here at Kingwood Garden 

Center we sell Nature’s Way 
Leaf Mold Compost; it is the only 

product we use to top dress 
your lawn.

Nature’s Way Turf Mix is a 
premium compost which consists 
of: screened leaf mold compost, 
along with MicroLife 6-2-4 and 
greensand for iron and extra 

minerals.

 Benefits from Compost 
Top Dressing

Improves turf thickness, vigor, and overall 
health of turf.

First step to jump start an organic lawn.

Helps stressed turf recover from insects 
(Sod Web Worms & Cinch bugs) and fungal 
damage (Take all Patch and Brown Patch).

Reduces dependence on chemicals.

Increases the microbial activity.

Protects and defends against diseases and 
fungus (Take all & Brown Patch).

Reduces thatch buildup in the lawn.
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Compost Top Dressing is the single best process to amending your current soil by adding the best quality compost to the existing 
landscape.  Compost Top Dressing is just that: the addition of compost on top of an existing lawn or landscape area to amend the 
soils and add a high quality organic amendment to your existing environment.  There are many benefits to top dressing a lawn or 
landscape with Compost Top Dressing. 

Compost significantly increases soil’s water retention, improves the overall soil structure, stimulates microbial activity, breaks down 
thatch, and neutralizes the soil’s ph.  It is simply the best, natural, slow-releasing soil amendment, containing everything your turf 
needs to thrive. 

Our Equipment/Method will spread the 
compost evenly and consistently over 
the entire yard, resulting in a consistent 
color.
The other method (Dump and Rack or 
Shovel Shake) can result in heavy or 
light composted areas resulting in 
darker and lighter shades of green in 
the yard.

Starting price for a typical Kingwood yard 
is around $325.

Compost is spread up to ¼” thick,
thicker in stressed areas.

Quotes are based on square footage of 
lawn.

Fall and Spring applications only due to 
summer heat: the dark, hot compost could 
burn the turf.

Lawn needs to be mowed and bagged 
before application.

Additional cost if core aeration is required.


